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RLSUMlI

Cc ra-port comprend surtout un catalogue do plus de 100
documents, Rapports, Notes techniques et NWmorandums, publi6s au CRDV
au cours d'un programme de recherche sur les siilages turbulents des
projecti les hErpersoniques, programme ex6cut6 conjointement par le CRDV
et l'ARPA au Centre de recherches pour la d6fense, Valcartier. (N C)

ABSTRACT '

This report consists mainly of a catalogue of over 100 DREV
reports, technical notes and memoranda issued during the course of the
jointly sponsored DREV and ARPA research program on hypersonic turbulent
wakes which was carried out at the Defence Research Establishment
Valcartier during the years 1964-1972. (U)
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1.0 INTRODIUCTION

For a period of' almost eight years, extending from 1965 to
1972, the 1)efence Resenyrchi [stablishment ValIcartier (I)HRI) and the
Advanced Research Projects Agency (AR•:A) have jointly sponsored a
research program of experimerital inivest igation of the behavior of the
properties of turbulent wakes behind hypersonic projectiles. This
research program was carried out mainly in the hypersonic ballistic range
facilities of IREV.. Of course, this was not the first occasion that
cooperative Canadian and U.S. research was undertaken at I)RV; in fact
the interest in hypersonic research at DREV of the U.S Army Guided
Missile Agency (ARGMA) (which became tire Army Ordnance Missile Command
(AOMIC) and subsequently the Army Missile Command (AMC)) goes back to
at least 1958.

The objectives of the joint turbulent wake research program
were laid down in a work statement promulgated in early 1965. According
to this statement the research effort was to emphasize the determination
of the aerodynamic structure and dynamics of the base flow and wake behind
blunt and slender models of typical reentry vehicles at speeds of around
16,000 feet/second and, wherever possible, direct probe techniques were

to be used for obtaining the measurements.

Jr, more detail, the aims of the research included making
spatially resolved measurements of the mean mass density, velocity,
temperature and charge density distributions in turbulent hypersonic
wakes, and also measurements of the fluctuating properties of these
variables. The designs or adaptations of the experimental equipment
required to realize these objectives were carried out under the direction
of DREV scientists, as were the actual measurements and the analyses of
the experimental observations.

Thie progress of the program towards a successful conclusion
was not without its difficult periods. In 1969, the wake measurements
program had to be completely halted to permit a maximum effort to
eliminate or minimize the effects of reflected shock waves in tue rangus.

Almost a whole year passed before a promising treatment was discovered,
engineered and installed in the DREV ranges. Regrettably, because of
budgetary and manpower restrictions, it was not possible to incorporate
into the program a mass spectrometer experiment to measure species
concentrations. Another difficult period occurred during the analysis
and reporting phase of the program. In this instance, a system of signal
recording and processing, which had been adequate and in some aspects

highly advantageous for the development of the experimental techniques,
broke down under the onslaught of masses of results from a firing pro-

gram designed for production of data. Fortunately, the cooperation of

both DREV and ARPA made possible a time extension of the program for

analysis and reporting purposes. This time extension, combined with the
strenuou5 efforts of individual DRPV scientists, has permitted the proper
reporting of most of the results of the experimental investigations
conducted under the wake research program.
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Th i s document wi il serve as a final report on thie techni cal
activity at I)RIiV which was related to the joint I)RLV-ARPA research ,
program onl tile turbulent wakes of ihyprsonic projectiles.

2.0 Till: AlMS 01: Tlll1 PRESIENT I)OCUM NT

Generally speaking, the turbulent wake research program under-
taken at DR:V has been successful. The mean mass density, velocity,
temperature and charge density i,?ilaviors in hypersonic sphere wakes have
been .ery w-1!l mapped and useful results have been obtained concerning A
the behavior of velocity fluctuations, charpe des.::ity fluctuations and
wake intermittency. Considerable information has also been obtained on
the velocity, mass density and temperature behavior in hypersonic cone
wakes, even though measuremats in cone wakes are considerably more
difficult than in sphere wakes.

From a purely scientific viewpoint, the most desirable and
possibly the only adequate summation of the wake program would take the
form of a comprehensive paper which synthesized all the DREV experimental
data, compared them with existing or new theoretical work and drew new
conclusions concerning various theoretical models of the physical
processes in the wake. In fact, such a summation could not be written
at DREV because by deliberate design the entire effort here was wholly
committed to the experimental investigation of hypersonic turbulent
wakes, with any matching theoretical work being left for others to carry
out elsewhere. Wh•ile this arrangement may seem unfortunate to some, it
must be realized that the effort at DREV was only one fragment of a
very large tableau of research being undertaken into various aspects of
re-entry physics.

Accordingly the aims of this document are rather modest com-
pared to those of a comprehensive paper. What this report attempts is
to briefly catalogue the individual components of the total documentation
of the wake research program undertaken at DREV. All of the details of
the various experiments and their significant findings are left to indi-
vidual reports. This approach is feasible because the final reports dealing
with particular measurements of the behavior of a certain variable in
the wake have been prepared as self-contained entities; in each case,
they describe the experimental techniques employed to make the measure-
ments, the results obtained and the approximate statistical precision of
the results. Where possible, comparison is made of the DREV results with
the experimental data obtained at other laboratories. Frequently, because
of the paucity of results obtained under similar conditions at other labo-
ratories, no realistic comparison was possible. Occasionally, the best
data available for possible comparison was that provided by observations
made with one of the other experimental techniques employed at DREV.

.............................w==t-
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3.0 IORG;ANIZAT1ON OF Till MATERIAL

In any cataloguing of the hypersonic turbulent wake research
project at IIRIiV, the place of honour must be reserved for those reports
dealing with the presentation of results from the final measurement
programs. Section 4 lists the most important of these reports under
:- such• .subheadings as "Velocity"' "Mass Density and T0eruperature" Charge
Dlens ity" and '"urbulence". An attempt is also made to indicate the type
of information or data which is provided in each report but no attempt
is made to state any of the principal conclusions. Such information,
at least in part, may be obtained by referring to the "Abstracts" of
the various reports. These are available in Appendix A.

While the final results of the wake .rogram are undoubtedly
of most interest, in fact they represent only a minor portion of the
total activity. Ihe general objectives of the research were to make
spatially resolved measurements in turbulent wakes but in order to
achieve these, it was necessary to develop new types of instrumentation.
At the beginning of the program, tire only equipment available in ballistic
ranges which had produced reliable data on wakes employed schlieren or
microwave interferometric and cavity techniques. These had produced

7 estimates of the integrated behavior of some variable across the wake
and, to carry out the DRE'V program, it was necessary to develop instru-
mentation capable of making point measurements.

The turbulent wake program thus has two identifiable phases.
In the first, special instrumentation was developed or adapted to make
point measurements under the transient conditions in free wakes in bal-
listic ranges. This included dev loping the cooled-film anemometer
equipment to beyond the statc-of-tne-art, adapting the recent electron
beam fluorescence probe technology to ballistic ranges, adapting electro-
static and Langmuir probe techniques to the uncooperative transient hyper-
sonic wake plasma and, finally, developing the sequential spark technique
to the level of a laboratory instrument. Typically, the development of
the special instrumentation look up to five years and was still continuing
as late as 1969. In that year, the project was halted for a 'crash
program' effort to find a solution for the problem of reflected shock
waves in the ranges. The special instrumentation had been well developed
by 1968 and it then became evident that shock waves were perturbing the
measurements. After a satisfactory solution was found the green light
was given for data collection with all the operational experiments.

The second phase included the final data-gathering firing pro-
gram from January to December 1970 and the analysis and reporting effort
which extended from Januaiy 1971 to about December 1972.

--

it- - -_•-•-••,•••••r'
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A great many documents rightfully belong to the instrumen-
tation phase. For a "final report", these documents have considerably
less importance than do those which deal with the results of the final
measurements. Therefore, with some regret, lists of these early documents
have been relegated to the Appendices of this report.

Appendix B, titled "Instrumentation Phase Reporting" is
divided into several subdivisions: "General", "Special Instrumentation"
(including subsections on the anemometer, electron beam, electrostatic
probe and sequential spark experiments), "Supporting Instrumentation"
and, finally, "Reflected Shock Problem". In each case, internal (or
DREV) publications are distinguished from external (or open literature)
publications.

Appendix C is titled "Data Collection and Analysis Phase
Reporting" and includes the titles of all the reports which can be
attributed to the second or final measurements phase of the program,
including those of the major reports discussed in Section 4. This
appendix is again divided into subdivisions: "Analytical Support",
"Charge Density", "Mass Density and Temperature", 'Turbulence", and
"Velocity". Again internal publications are distinguished from external
publications.

Appendix D contains a list of progress reports issued during
the program. This list includes DREV memoranda containing the minutes
of several technical review and direction meetings. Appendix E lists
reports issued as a result of contracts to industry and universities
for studies related to the turbulent wake research program at DREV.
Finally, Appendix F lists presentations made by members of the DREV
staff to various unclassified technical meetings during the years 1966 -

1971.

Throughout the appendices an effort has been made to cite
each document only once, except where the same material has been published
both as a DREV document and in the open literature.

4.0 PRINCIPAL FINAL RESEARCH REPORTS

This section provides a list of the most important final
reports of the hypersonic turbulent wake project. These have been dis-
tributed under such subheadings as "Charge Density", Mass Density and
Temperature", "Turbulence" and 'Velocity". For each report, a very
brief indication is given of the ambient conditions under which the data
waIs obtained. More information on the principal conclusions of the
va--ious reports may be obtained by consulting the report abstracts,
which are listed in Appendix A, or (preferably) the reports themselves.
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4.1 Lth/I.ee l~ensitv

"lwo reportsl\RK 11-070 and R-090, dealing with the results
of the appliciation of ion probe and eilect ron probc Techlique', have been
published. In DRFV 11-(<t, the ion densitv distributions in the wakes of
2,7 inch diameter spheres flMon at 11,500) feet/second in nitrogen atmos-
phere• at 7.6 and 20 torr were estimated by applying various available
probe theories to the current measurements effected across wakes with
survey arrays of ion probes. "The ion distributions were assumed to
have a gaussian form and the amplitude and width parameters of the dis-
tributions were determined over a range of axial distance extending
from about 60 diameters to many hundreds of diameters behind the projec-
tiles. The results were compared with electron density levels in the
wake deduced from microwave interferometer measurements,.

Report D)RIE R-690 describes the absolute measurement with
Langmuir probes of the mean density level in the wakes of 2.7 inch dia-
meter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second in 10 torr air. The data
apply mainly to the normalized radial distance (R/D) band defined by
0.8 .< R/[) < 1.1, and cover the axial distance range from about 100 to
2000 diameteias. The l.angmuir probe estimates of electron density are
supported by measurements made with an X -band microwave interferometer.

s

4.2 Nlass Density and Temperature

Two reports, DREV R-683 and R-693 have been published giving
the resulls of the measurements made with an electron beam fluorescence
probe on the behavior of mass density and temperature in the wakes of
15,000 feet/second spheres and cones. DREV R-683 presents results
olttained from the laminar wakes of one inch and 2.7 inch diameter spheres
flown in 3,0 torr and 1.1 torr air atmospheres respectively, as well as
results from the turbulent wakes of the same projectiles flown at 10 torr
and 7.6 torr air respectively. Assuming an isobaric wake, temperatures
were inferred from the density measurements by invoking the perfect gas
laws. A gaussian profile was fitted to the radial distributions of the
temperature data and a related profile to the mass density results. The
amplitudes and widths of these distributions were used to construct
graphs showing the behavior of mass density and temperature in laminar
and turbulent hypersonic sphere wakes over axial distances ranging from
50 to 2000 diameters.

The results of electron beam probe measurements of the radial
and axial dependence of mass density in the wakes of sharp cones are
re-ported in DREV R-693. Two types of cones were employed: a 440 vertex
a:igle, 1.0 inch base diameter model and a 20' vertex angle, 0.7 inch
bVse diameter slender model. Both were flown at 15,S00 feet/second
in nitrogen atmospheres at 10 torr. The data extend over a 2000 drag
diameter range of axial distance.

-i
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-I.|3 Turbo lence

Two report.5, I)RI V R1-ou9 and URI\' R-u9b, have, been written to
deseCribe 11t ke results of invcstitigations inlo the st ruicture of hypersoni c
.-phoje wakes us ing ion and e lect'ron probes. Peport P1-069 contains infor-
mation about tlhe intermi ttency st uCtulre in the wakes of spheres. This
was derived from a study of the intermittency observed in the signals
fronl a transverse-survey array- of ion probes immersed in the wakes of
2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second in nitrogen at
7.0 and 20 torr. The results apply to the range of axial distance
extending from just behind the projectile out to several hundreds of
diannieters in the wake.

Report R-696 describes the behavior of integral scales, for
charge density fluctuations in turbulent wakes, obtained from an analysis
of the fluctuating currents collected by free-molecular electron probes
and continuum ion probes. All of the observations were made in the wakes
of 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second. The scales
obtained with Langmuir probes in sphere wakes in 10 torr air were com-
parable to scales deduced with ion probes in similar wakes in 7.6 and
20 torr nitrogen. The behavior of the mean space scale has been determined
for the axial distance rang: extending from 60 to 1000 diameters.

A third report, DREV R-687, compiles schlieren data on the
growth of turbulent cores of the wakes of various conical and spherical
models fired in the DREV ranges during the research program. These
results may be useful for relating measurements made at DREV with pre-
vious results obtained at other laboratories under different ambient
conditions.

4.4 Velocity

Three DREV Reports, R-663, R-681 and R-682, and Technical
Note 2029 summarize the data obtained at DREV on the properties of
velocity distributions in the wakes of spheres and cones. Report
R-682 describes the major contribution made by the sequential spark
technique to knowledge of the behavior of the mean velocity in hyper-
sonic sphere wakes. The radial distributions of velocity have been
fitted with gaussian profiles and the amplitude and width parameters
have been determined over a large range of axial distance, up to a few
thousand diameters behind the projectiles. The effect of pressure has
been examined, and measurements have been made at sphere velocities
of 4,000, 9,200 and 14,500 feet/second. Report R-663 contains the
results of observations made by survey arrays of double probes on the
velocity distributions in the wakes of 14,500 feet/second spheres flown
in nitrogen atmospheres. These results are in excellent agreement with
those obtained with the sequential spark technique.
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heresults of" the experimental study of velocity in the wakfes
of hype vson ik Ccones Lire g i yen nl IlkIA V -osl. 'I h ree b a 1 c C one shapes

Aer foWn: 0.7 inoch baseu d~i amcet or, 0' inICII od aIlj'I shv and~j b111luntedu
ConeLS andI 1,0 inch baise diaiiieter, 44ý' inluded angl sharp cones. AllI
the(. liet'lU 50i'eiCnlt 5 WrC r aeoil conles flown at 15 0 00 fect /second i n l1t0
torr, Lt Ir at Illos pil I yers . HCean~sC eOf the Var 'i Ati on s i ie vhC V1 cty inl t he

Uae f coneLs ridLuced b\' di It`frent anlgleS of" att;4kl. , a grea'tl deal of
suppol'til in l st i gat ion j sneesr to locate lhe Ileiisureiiient w i th
respect to the posit ion of the wakes , and it was found i rnpos-si bi to
define" radial di stribut ions Lis in the. case of sphere- wakes. Fo r t'hi is
rea son , PRlA TN -2029 hasi- been wr i ttl teio dlocumlen t Lhil the veol ci ty
])reflihe dat a obt ained on cone wakes during the prograiim.

5 .0 CONG LUD11)1 N RLMATKý,

Anl important ARPA-sponsured re'.i ci: (1) of the status of hyper-
sonic waýke studies publ ished in 196-) ended with reconimendati ons for mnore

work in spec ific areas,. Prominent amonig themi was a call for "extensive
experimental investi gat ion of the near wake flow in the laminar, tran-
sit ional , an d turbulent regimes of the wake, with attention focussed Oil
obtaining average local properties, such as pressure, mass and electron
density, tempe ratuLre., velocity, and the like, along with fluctuations
anid the most important correlations for the above quantities". Not all
of these subjects were investigated at the D~efence Research [stahl ishmont,
Valcartier, nevertheless it would he fair to claim that the recently
concluded DRFV turbulent hypersonic wake program has made a significant

contribution to a greater understanding of many areas cited.
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APPENDIX A

ABSTRACTS OF FINAL REPORTS

DREV R-646/71: The Sequential Spark Technique: A Tool for Wake
Velocity Studies in Ballistic Ranges (Unclassified)

For more than six years, the Defence Research Establishment
Valcartier (DREV) has been carrying out a program of investigation of
turbulent wakes in its ballistic range facilities. One of the experi-
mental techniques used in this program has been the sequential spark
technique which makes use of electrical discharges (sparks) in sequence
to me.-sure velocity profiles in the wake of projectiles in free flight.
This experimental technique is based on the formation of an ionized
luminous path in the wake by a first spark and on the periodic re-
illumination of the displaced ionized path by successive sparks. Open-
shutter photography yields a profile of the displacement of the path
which can be used to calculate the velocity. This unique technique has
produced, since 1966, a wealth of velocity data on the wakes of hyper-
sonic spherical and conical models in free flight. This report presents
a comprehensive review of the sequential spark technique. A description
is given of the equipiaent which has been designed to produce the sparks.
A new technique developed to select and switch the position of the
spark in an array of electrodes is also explained. This technique as
applied to sphere wake measurements has permitted the production of
multiple velocity profiles in the wake of the same projectile. Applied
to cone wake measurements, the technique has been used to switch the
spark to a position predetermined by a series of detectors used to I
locate the flight line of the projectile in the range. The recording

and data reductioa method is described. Accuracy and resoltion of the
technique are discussed. Finally typical results are given and en- j
vironmental conditions under which the sequential spark technique is
applicable are outlined.

DREV R-647/71: An Application of the Electron Beam Fluorescence
Probe in Hyperballistic Range Wake Studies (Unclassified)

The electron beam fluorescence technique, used exclusively
up to now in low density wind tunnels and shock tubes to measure gas
density and temperature, has bcen applied to loval mass density measure-
,..ents in the wake of hypersonic models launched in free-flight hyper- A
I.illistic ranges. The advantages and limitations of the technique in
this application are discussed. The experimental apparatus is described
and the signal analysis scheme is presented. Typical measurements of I
the mass density obtained in laminar as wcll a- in turbuleft wakes show
the capabilities of the technique.
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DRIAV R-648/72: Ilypersonic Wake Studies Using Cooled-Film
Anemometer Techniques (Unclassified)

The techniques of cooled-film anemometry have been applied
to the determination of temperature and velocity distributions in the
wakes of projectiles travelling at hypersonic speeds in a free flight
range. The anemometer sensing element comprises a thin platinum film
which is deposited on a section of a fine vycor loop through which a
refrigerant can be circulated. A gold coating on the remainder of the
loop provides an electric connection to a bridge circuit incorporating
a feedback system which maintains the sensor at constant resistance and
hence constant temperature for frequencies up to 50 ktlz. Studies
conducted in the wakes of projectiles travelling at 15,000 ft/sec in
ambient pressures ranging from 1/10th to 1/iu0th of an atmosphere have
shown that the compressible hypersonic wake is essentially different I
from the low-speed incompressible wake. The latter degenerates rapidly
into a fully developed turbulent flow, whereas the former exhibits at
least a double structure comprising large-scale quasi-periodicity which
persists due to the stabilizing influence of the stratification of
vortical layers.

DREV R-654/72: Fluid Dynamic Properties of Turbulent Wakes of
Hypersonic Spheres (Unclassified)

Of particular importance to the understanding and modeling
of turbulent hypersonic wahes is the availability of reliable spatially
resolved measurements of the behavior of such wake variables as velocity,
mass density, temperature and charge density. An experimental p-2ogi-am
to obtain such measurements has recently been completed at the Defence
Research Establishment Valcartier. The present paper reports on the mean
values of velocity, dersity, and temperature in Mach 13 sphere wakes
(P;U 20 t0rr-iQII'es), and also o. such turboulont characteristics as
the fluctuation levels, the scale lengths, and the intermittency found in
the wake. As a test of the mean data, an attempt is made to use tl.u
measured velocity and density distributions to compute the momentum defect
in the wake.
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UNCLASSIFIED

DREV R660/72: X5 -Band Microwave Interferometer for Study of
Hypersonic Turbulent Wake on Range 5 (Unclassified)

As part of a research program aimed at determining the behavior
of the mean and fluctuating charge density levels in an ionized turbulent
wake, a dual channel microwave interferometric equipment operating at
Xs-Band has been installed on the hypersonic Range 5 facility at Defence 4
Research Establishment Valcartier (DREV) to provide an independent estimate Vi
of the mean electron density. Resolution of the order of 2 inches is
provided by a double-lens focussing system, installed about the projectile-
line-of-flight. The present report describes in detail the horn-lens -
system, the transmission and receiving systems, and the calibration and
analysis procedures. The analysis employed here goes somewhat beyond the
conventional ballistic range practice of quoting a result indicative of
the integration of a somewhat arbitrary electron density over an equally
indefinite path length. Instead, on the basis of an assumed gaussian
electron density distribution in the wake, the two measurements made with
the dual channel equipment are used to infer both the amplitude and the .
width parameters of the assumed distribution function as a function of
time or axial distance behind the projectile. Typical results are presented
for the case of 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second in air.

DREV R-663/72: Velocity Mapping of Turbulent Wakes of Hlypersonic
Spheres with Arrays of Ion Probe Pairs (Unclassified)

The technique of measuring convection velocity in the hyper-
sonic wake with a pair of in-line probes has been applied on a large
scale to the mapping of the velocity field in the hypersonic wake through
the use of a transverse survey array containing up to 8 ion-probe pairs.
Measurements are reported of the velocity field in the wakes of 2.7 inch
diameter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second in ballistic range atmos-
pheres at 7.6 torr and at 20 torr of nitrogen. The array technique leads
to convection velocity results which are in excellent agreement with the
mean wake velocity data obtained by the sequential spark technique in an
air atmosphere. In addition, the technique has permitted an extension of
the mapping of the velocity field of 15,000 feet/second spheres to
considerably smaller axial distances than was possible with the spark
method because of the difficulty of forming distinct sparks at the higher
levels cf ambient ionization encountered in the near wake.

A comparison of the data obtained at 7.6 torr and at 20
torr shows that the amplitude of the velocity distribution in the wake,
as defined by the velocity on the wake axis, is higher at higher pressure.
Considering the wake width however, it is found that the width of the
velocity distribution is larger at the lower pressure of 7.6 torr than is
the case at 20 torr, at least in the near wake. However, at axiul diS-

tances greater than 300 or 400 diameters, the data for the two pressures
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tend to overlap. These observations appear to be related to other
information indicating that for 2.7 inch diameter spheres launched at
7.6 torr, thi. wake is not fully turbulent until about 300 or 400 diameters.

DREV R-664/73: The Application of' Ton Probes to Wake Diagnostics
(Unclassified)

The range of ambient conditions influencing current collection
by an ion probe immersed in the wake of a 2.7 inch diameter sphere flown
at 15,000 feet/second in atmospheres at various pressures has been
examined; it is clear that the probe is immersed in a weakly ionized
plasma and that current collection is collision-dominated.

The set of general equations required to derive the current
collected by a biased probe in a weakly ionized, collision-dominated
plasma flowing over the probe is given. The static theory of Zakharova
and her coworkers and that of Schulz and Brown, which do not take account
of plasma motion, are described. The theory of Kulgein, which allows for
plasma motion, is also described. All three theories have been expressed
in power law form, which permits an explicit representation of the
dependence of the probe current on a product of factors for charge density,
tcmpcrature, pressure velocity, and potential, each variable being raised
to a certain exponent or power.

The power law forms for expressing the functional dependence
of the probe current on the independent variables have been exploited to
derive the effect on the mean current of variance and covariance coeffi-
cients of various variables when the probe is immersed in a turbulent
wal.e. It is concluded that the mean current can be calculated from the
power law forms using the mean values of the variables to an accuracy of
10 or 20% depending on which theory is applied.

The interpretation of the probe current fluctuations in terms
of charZe density fluctuations is considerably less certain and demands
that (ANe) 2 /N-e- 2 be of the order of unity while other variances and co-
variances be small. Since the examples discussed in the text indicate
that ((ANe) 2 )2/(Ne) was only of order of 0.6, it is probable that the
current fluctuations are dominated by charge density fluctuations but are
not independent of fluctuations of the other variables in the wake.

The various probe theories have been applied to some pi.elimi-
nary probe current data obtained at Defence Research Establishment
Valcartier (DREV). (This data has been obtaiiied in the presence of
reflected shock effects without supporting microwave interferometer mean

charge density measurements). It is concluded, that the charge densities
inferred from the kinematic theory of Kulgein are in better agreement
with the theoretical preUdCLi•oJib bUtlUijed from flw ficld calculations
at AVCO Everett Research Laboratory, than are the densities inferred from
the static theories of Zakharova or Schulz and Brown. These latter
theories both predict considerably higher charge densities.

J -A
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DREV R-669/72: Structure of Turbulent Wakes of Hypersonic Spheres
as Inferred with Ion Probes (Unclassified)

Survey arrays of ion probes have been used to study the struc-
ture of the ionized turbulent wakes of 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at
14,500 feet/second in atmospheres of nitrogen at pressures of 7.6 and 20
torr. For various radial distances measured from the wake axis, matrices
of data points have been obtained giving random values of the axial dis-
tance behind the projectile at which ionization begins, the first ionized
eddy occurs, and continuous turbulence begins. A wake radius separating
the significantly ionized wake from ttie unionized wake has been obtained,
and found to lie intermediate between the inviscid wake radius defined
by Wilson from schlieren measurements and an electron density radius
corresponding to the l/e points of the electron density distributiondefined by microwave interferometric measurements. A radius defining

the extent of the ionized portio:i of the turbulent core has been de-
termined; this radius is of the order of 80% of the schlieren radius of
the turbulent core.

The continuous turbulence data can also be used to define a
wake radius; this radius has been identified as the mean position of the
turbulent interface for ionized eddies, because it is in agreement with
estimates of the turbulent interf ze obtained by fitting the radial dis-
tributions of intermittency estimates prepared from independent 0.5
millisecond long segments of the ion probe signals. The radius corre-
sponding to the mean position of the turbulent interface is within the
schlieren radius of the wake core. In addition to determining the mean
position of the turbulent front, the standard deviation of the interface
has been established. These last data have been found to be in broad
agreement with data derived from measurements of the wake edge using
schlieren techniques.

The differences in the results obtained at 7.6 torr and 20
torr have been considered and found consistent with other experimentally
measured data obtained at Defence Research Establishment Valcartier
(DREV); the occurrence of a transitionary type behavior in the frequency
content of the probe signals from the 7.6 torr results has been noted
but not explained.

DREV R-670/72: Ion Density Measurements in the Wake of a
Hypersonic Sphere (Unclassified)

A report is presented of the results of a major research effort
undertaken to determine experimentally, through the use of cylindrical
electrostatic probes and existing probe theory, the levels of ion density
in the turbulent wakes behind 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500
feet/second in a ballistic range filled with nitrogen at 7.6 torr and at
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20 torr. The major problem encountered in this work is the one concerned
with the theoretical interpretation of the ion current seen by an elec-
trostatic probe in terms of ion density. The many theories which have
been proposed can be divided into two main categories: the 'static'
theories which do not consider the flow velocity of the plasma in which
a probe is immersed and the 'kinetic' theories which attempt to take flow
velocity into account. Generally speaking, the theories indicate that
the current collected by an ion probe of convenient dimensions is not
uniquely determined by the ion density, hut also depends on such physical
variables as the temperature, pressure, probe potential, and additionally,
in the case of the 'kinetic' theories, on the bulk velocity of the medium.
Where the 'problem' arises is in the fact that the probe theories differ
in their predictions of the details of the dependence of the probe current
on the various physical variables listed above.

Measurements of the ion current distribution across hypersonic
sphere wakes have been made by means of a transverse survey array of
cylindrical electrostatic ion probes. Three static theories and three
kinetic theories have been applied to the mean current data of the probes,
and with the aid of experimentally measured temperature and velocity dis-
tribution data for sphere wakes, used to construct radial distributions
of ion density estimates for each theory. These radial distributions
have been fitted with gaussian curves by the method of least mean squares.
Two parameters of the ion density distributions are determined: the ion
density on the axis of the wake and the ion density radius of the wake.
These results have been compared with electron density levels in the wake
deduced from microwave interferometer measurements and Langmuir probe
instrumentation.

Concerning the ion density level on the wake axis, it is found
that the static theories predict ionization levels which are an order of
magnitude larger than those given by the kinetic theories at both 7.6 and
20 torr. In turn, the kinetic theories predict ion density levels which
are higher than the electron density levels obtained with the inter-
ferometer. At 7.6 torr, the kinetic theories seem to be about a factor
of five too high at 100 diameters behind the sphere, but at larger axial
distances, (240 - 400 diameters) the ion density results of the ion probes,
and the electron density results of the interferometer as well as the
results of the Langmuir probe, are all within a factor of 2. However, at
higher pressures (20 torr) the difference in the results increases and
the kinetic theory ionization levels are about an order of magnitude
higher than the microwave interferometer results. One of the conclusions
from these results is that 'The Theory' of cylindrical electrostatic
probes has yet to see the light oF day. The predictions of all the diverse
theories agree on one point: between the axial distances of 100 and 400
diameters, the ion density on the wake axis decays according to an
no c (X/D)- 2 law. In addition to the results concerning ion density
levels, interesting information has also been generated concerning the
widths ot the ion density profiles in, thc wake.
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The report includes considerable information on the treatment
of the probe current signals and on electrostatic probe theories, while
Appendices include tables of data pertaining to the fitting of the ion
density radial distributions derived from each of the theories, and
graphs showing the evolution of the ion density radial distributions
with axial distance behind the projectile.

'4

DREV R-675/73: Summary Report on the Attenuation of Reflected
Shocks in DREV Ballistic Range Facilities (Unclassified)

The objective of this report is to present a balanced account
of the discovery, engineering and evaluation of the treatment used in the
hypersonic ranges at the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier (DREV)
for shock attenuation which could be consulted by any interested user of .
DREV turbulent wake data. This report also contains a description of how
the reflected shock waves appear to affect the measurements, a resum6 of
the experimental research program as a result of which the smoothly-
profiled fiberglas wedge treatment came to be selected over other can- 1
didates, and a description of the engineering and installation of the -
full scale treatments on Range S and Range 3. Finally there is included
data obtained with pressure transducers and with electrostatic ion probes
in the full scale shock attenuation treatment which is applicable to an
assessment of its efficiency.

DREV R-680/72: Electron Density Behavior in the Wake of
Spheres Flown at 14,500 feet/second (Unclassified)

The amplitudes and widths of the assumed gaussian distributions
of electron density in the wakes of hypersonic spheres flown at 14,500
feet/second in atmospheres of air and nitrogen at various pressures have
been derived from phase shift measurements with a dual channel interferometer
operating at Xs-band. The data apply to the near wake extending from just
behind the spherical projectile out to several hundreds of body diameters,
and cover a band of electron number densities from 10 1 1 /centimeter 3 to less
than 109/centimeter 3. A conclusion of major importance is that it is
possible to obtain reproducible electron density measurements under the
normal operating conditions in the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier
(DREV) Range 5. No data from other laboratories were found at sufficiently
similar conditions to permit an exact comparison with the present results.
However, the general trend of the data seems to follow that observed
elsewhere.
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DREV R-681/72; Experimental Study of Wakes Produced by
Htypersonic Cones in Free Flight (Unclassified)

This paper describes an experimental study of the wakes
produced by hypersonic cones flying at a velocity of 15,000 feet/second
in Range 3 at the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier (DREV).
Three basic cone shapes have been flown: 0.7 inch base diameter, 200
included angle cones with sharp and blunted noses and a 1.0 inch base
diameter, 440 included angle sharp nose cone. Because of the complexity
of the flow field generated by these cones usually flying at somIe angle
of attack, tha experimental study was limited to one set of ambient
conditions, namely, a cone velocity of 15,000 feet/second and an ambient
pressure of 100 torr of air.

The measurement of the wake velocity distribution by means of
the sequential spark technique constituted the backbone of the experimental
program on cone wakes. The technique is based on the formation of an
ionized luminous path in the wake by a first spark and on the periodic
re-illumination of the displaced ionized path by successive sparks. Over
one hundred profiles of velocity were measured behind the cone shapes.
Additional diagnostic tools for this study included the photoattitude A
and velocity measurement system of the range which was used to determine
the flight history and to measure the drag coefficient of the models and
deflection. A wealth of original data has been obtained on the behavior
of the wake generated by the three different conical models. The measure-
ments have revealed the presence of an asymmetry in the transverse profile
of axial velocity and the presence of a lateral velocity component in the
wake of high lift to drag ratio cones flying at angle of attack. The
variation of the wake axis and wake front velocity with axial distance
has been derived and shows good agreement with other theoretical and
experimental results. Due to the presence of angles of attack of different
amplitude and orientation, it was not possible to determine the transverse
distribution of the mean axial velocity. Nevertheless, these results
should contribute to a better understanding and also to an accurate
modeling of the wake of cones.

DREV R-682/72: Velocity Distributions of Sphere Wakes (Unclassified)

The present report is concerned with the wake velocity results
measured in sphere wakes with the sequential spark technique. This tech-
nique has been employed to measure the radial distribution of velocity in
th( turbulent wakes of spheres flown at Mach numbers from 3.5 to 13 and at
Reynolds' numbers from 0.2 x 106 to 106 over a range of axial distance
extending up to 35U0 diameu•is. or each selected eombination of velocity,
pressure, sphere diameter and axial distance, a sufficient number of
firings have been observed so as to permit the statistically meaningful

k9
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"determination of the mean profile of velocity. On 14,500 feet/second
spheres, w"ike velocity mean characteristics were determined for ambient

* P.D (pressure times sphere diameter) values of 20, 40 and 100 torr-inches.

The results showed only a weak dependence of the wake velocity on PID.
Measurements were also made at sphere velocities of 9,000 and 4,000 feet/
second at a PDlJ value of 100 torr-inches. The measurements revealed a

__ strong influence of the Mach number on the wake velocity in the intermediate
region of the wake. One of the important findings, observed under all the
test conditions, is that the radial distribution of mean axial velocity in

.W. the turbulent wake is well approximated by a gaussian curve.Z__

DREV R-683/72: Density and Temperature Distributions

in Hypersonic Sphere Wakes (Unclassified)

The radial and axial dependence of the mass density dis-
tributions in both the laminar and the turbulent wakes of 1.0 and 2.7
inch diameter spheres flown at Mach 13.5 in nitrogen atmospheres have
been determined using the electron beam fluorescence probe technique.

The distribution of temperature in the wake has also been inferred by
* invoking the assumption that the wake is isobaric. Both the mass and

the temperature distributions in the wake may be characterized by the

behavior of two parameters: the amplitude of the mass density or
temperature on the centreline of the wake, and the corresponding profile
width. Experimental data are presented for these parameters.

DREV R-687/73: Growth Characteristics of Turbulent Wakes (Unclassified)

Recent advances in the experimental study of hypersonic wakes
at the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier have led to spatially
resolved measurements of the behavior of the important physical variables
which characterize the wake. Previous measurements pertained mainly to
the wake growth and they were achieved by an integrated-type technique
using a schlieren system under test conditions different from those
utilized at this Establishment. To assist in relating the new measurements
with the earlier ones, and to provide a basis for comparing growth results
obtained from the spatially resolved measurements, schlieren films of
model wakes taken during the DREV program have been utilized to obtain
wake growth data at the same velocities and pressures as those of the
spatially resolved measurements. Both cone and sphere wakes have been
investigated. Results show that the effect of P,D (pressure times

* body diameter) on wake growth is negligible, while Mach number has a1 strong effect. Turbulent wake growth can be described by the following
{• ecxpress ion :

/ Dw = C(X/v/h'1

w D D

a-I

E•mu
, , ,
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Where both the wake width D and the axial distance X have been normalized
by the drag diameter ACE•. WTIhe factor C is a function of the Mach number
M,

C = 0,56 + 0.032 NI.

DREV R-690/73: Absolute Electron Density Measurements in Turbulent
Sphere Wakes with Langmuir Probes (Unclassified)

Measurements were carried out in the ballistic range facilities
at DRE\ of the absolute electron density levels in the wakes of 2.7 inch
diameter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second in air atmospheres at
10 torr. The experimental technique involved the use of Langmuir probes,
following the theoretical demonstration of feasibility of such an experi-
ment by G.W. Sutton. Considerable attention was paid to details of the
experiment, such as probe cleanliness, minimum flow disturbance and the
minimization of reflected shocks. Electron density level estimates
obtained with the Langmuir probes were in good agreement with electron
density estimates derived from simultaneous measurements with a microwave
interferometer. The behavior of the plasma potential in the wake was
also determined; the plasma potential apparently attempted to maintain
itself close to the potential of the most highly biased probes, but the
reason for this behavior has not been established. This Report concludes
with suggestions for further utilization of the equipment.

DREV R-695/73: Density and Temperature Distributions in Hypersonic
Cone Wakes (Unclassified)

This report presents mass density measurements performed in the
wake of hypersonic cones in free flight using the electron beam fluorescence
probe technique. The radial and axial mass density distributions have
been obtained in the wake of sharp nose cones with vertex angles of 440 and 20'
launched at 15,500 feet/second in a nitrogen atmosphere at 10 torr. The
corresponding temperature distributions have been inferred from the
density data by assuming that the wake is isobaric and that the perfect
gas law is valid a short distance behind the model.
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I)RIAV R-690/73: Behavior of Turbulent Scales in Ilypersonic
Sphere Wakes (Unclassified)

The behavior of macroscales associated with the charge density
fluctuations in the turbulent wakes of hypersonic spheres has been
inve.;tigated using both Langmuir electron probes and continuum electro-
static ion probes. When cylindrical Langmuir probes are operated under
favourable conditions, theoretical analysis indicates that the statistics
of the probe current fluctuations are representative of the statistics
of the electron density fluctuations. Similar analysis for continuum
ion probes indicates however that the statistics of the current fluctuations
depend not only on the ion density fluctuations but are possibly also
strongly influenced by correlation functions involving temperature or
velocity fluctuations.

Nevertheless, in the present experiments involving probe
measurements in the wakes of 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500
feet/second in 10 torr air and in 7.6 and 20 torr nitrogen atmospheres,
macroscale measurements with ion probes appear to be equivalent to
macroscale measurements from Langmuir probes. This result greatly in-
creases the credence of the ion probe macroscale data which, in fact,
are considerably more extensive than those obtained with Langmuir probes.

The mean macroscales obtained at DREV with ion probes decrease
in magnitude as axial distance increases between 100 and 1000 diameters;
the Langmuir probe results which extend to slightly larger axial distai.ces
indicate the mean scale begins to increase again between 1000 and 2000
diameters. For axial distances less than 400 diameters, the ion probe
results also indicate a significant dependence of the mean macroscale on
the paramter POD. When compared with previous macroscale results obtained
in sphere wakes by a variety of techniques, the DREV measurements appear
to fit into a general pattern in which the mean macroscale first decreases
and then increases with increasing axial distance. This same comparison
indicates that the mean macroscale behavior is dependent on sphere velocity.

DREV TN-1998/72: Resolution of the Microwave Lens System
in an X s-Band Interferometer (Unclassified)

5)

A dual channel focused beam Xs-Band microwave interferometer
has been installed on the DREV Hypersonic Range 5 facility to provide
estimates of mean electron density levels simultaneously with electro-
static probe and microwave scattering measurements in the turbulent

S
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wakes of hypersonic spheres. As part of the assessment of this equipment,
a survey has been undertaken of the field intensity in the image space of
the system. The field pattern measurements were made on a single double
plano-convex lens, mounted in a standard optical bench which was fitted
with a traversing bar mechanism carrying the field probe apparatus.
Intensity field patterns, derived by transverse scans at various axial
distances from the lens, were subsequently used to derive contour plots
of field intensity in the plane containing the axis of the lens. In
the focal plane of the lens, the beam spot size is W = 2.0 inches for
the -3 dB 'isophote' and 3.2 inches for the -10 dB 'isophote'. In terms
of the size of a 2.7 inch diameter sphec, a beam width of 2.0 inches
0.74 diamcters; this resolution is considered adequate for the study of
the values of -4uch spheres. Some differences in existing criteria for
depth-of-field have been discussed; if one is prepared to allow up to
20% variation in beam width, the effective depth-of-field in the lens
system is 12 inches, or S sphere diameters. This depth-of-fiold is
adequate for study of the first 400 diameters of a sphere wake (based
on the measured schlieren radius).

DREV TN-2028/72: Le probli-me du lissage (Non classifi6)

This note describcs various FORTRAN and/or APL computer
programs intended to solve the problem of fitting all sorts of functions
to a series of experimental points. The first part presents an APL :
program which may be used to solve linear regressions. This program
possesses some useful characteristics. For example, besides giving an
analysis of variance, it computes a confidence interval for the fitted
values of the parameters as well as a confidence interval for the predicted
values of the dependent variable. The second part deals with nonlinear
regressions. Two versions, one in FORTRAN language and one in APL lan-
guage, of a program for the solution of any kind of nonlinear regression
are described. Another FORTRAN program which permits the determination
of confidence contours for the parameters of the fitting function is
also described. The appendices contain a listing of all these programs
along with working examples. 4

DREV TN-2029/72: Cone Wake Velocity Profiles Measured by Means
of the Sequential Spark Technique (Unclassified)

The purpose of this Note is to document the velocity profiles
measured with the sequential spark technique during the program of study
of cone wakes. Due to the presence of angles of attack of different
amplitude and orientation with respect to the spark traces, it has not
been possible to determine the transverse distribution of the mean axial
velocity as was done in the case uf spheres. The use of these profiles
has been limited to the determination ef characteristics of wake axis and
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Swake front velocit jes and to the visualization of the skewness of the
transverse profile of axial velocity. The data however, contain additional
information on the wale structure which cannot he extracted presently
because of lack of statistical data but which could be of interest to
specialists in the field.

DREV M-2205/72: D6termination de la Densit6 Ionique: D6pouilleinent et
Traitement des Signaux de Sondes (Non classifi6).

This memorandum reviews the various steps in the signal
processing and data analysis of electrostatic probe signals leading to
the determination of the ion density in the midst of the ionized wake
produced by a hypersonic sphere. The experimental setup and the
recording system are very briefly summarized. However, the processes
of digitalization of the analog traces and the storing on magnetic tapes
of the correlation functions of the resulting digital traces are fully
described. A large section of the memorandum is devoted to the identi.-
fication of the various errors that might affect the value of the mean
current collected by a probe (and consequently the value of the ion
density), and to the appropriate corrections. Finally the mathematical
formulations of six different ion collection theories as well as mathe-
matical expressions for the velocity field and the temperature field of
a 2.7 inch sphere at 7.6 torr and 20 torr are given. The appendices
contain several computer program listings used for the analysis.

DREV M-2225/72: Comparison of Sphere Wake Velocity and Temperature Data
Obtained at DREV by Several Experimental Techniques
(Unclassified)

The Defence Research Establishment Valcartier (DREV) has since
1965 carried out a program of activities aimed at the experimental
determination of the behavior of mass density, temperature, velocity and
charge density in hypersonic turbulent wakes. During the program it has
been found possible to measure the same wake variable by more than one
experimental technique. For example, velocity has been measured by the
sequential spark technique, arrays of electrostatic probes and by the
2-temperature cooled-film anemometer technique. Temperature has been
inferred from the electron beam fluorescence probe measurements of mass
density and from the anemometer results. In this memorandum, velocity
and temperature data obtained with the cooled-film anemometer in the
wakes of 2.7 inch diameter spheres flown at 14,500 feet/second are compared
with sequential spark velocity results and the electron beam temperature
measurements. The comparison indicates discrepancies somewhat larger
than had been anticipated.
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APPENDIX B

I NSTRUMENTAT ION PHASE RE PORTING

B.1 General

Internal Publications

1. iHeckman, D., "Re-entry physics research program on turbulent
wakes", CARDE TN J741/67, January 1967. (Unclassified).

2. Lemay, A., "Th[e CARDE turbulent hypersonic point measurement
program", CARDE TN 1772/67. October 1967. (Unclassified).

3. Heckman, D., Lahaye, C. and Tardif, L., "Experimental Study
of turbulent wakes free-flight ranges", CARDE fR 595/68,
September 1968. (Unclassified).

External Publications

I. Heckman, D., Tardif, L. and Lahaye, C., "Experimental study of
turbulent wakes in the CARDE free-flight ranges", Proceedings
of the Symposium on Turbulence of Fluids and Plasmas,
April 16 - 18, 1968, M.1icrowave Research Institute Symposia
Series, Vol. XVIII. Polytechnic Press of the Polytechnic
I stitute of Brooklyn, N.Y., 1969.

2. Tardif, L., Lahaye, C., Heckman, D., Eilington, D. and
Dionne, J.G.G., "Point Measurements in the Wake", Chapter XI
of Ballistic Range Technology, AGARDograph 138-70, edited by
A. Seiff, T.N. Canning, and C.S. James, 1970.

3. Lemay, A., "Research in Hypersonic Wakes", ICAS Paper No. 70-07,
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, Rome,

September 1970.

B.2 Special Instrumentation

B.2.1 Anemometer Experiment

Internal Publications

i. Trottipr, C., Ahmed, A.M. and Ellington, D., "Cooled-film ane-
mometer measurements in the hypersonic wake". CARDE TN l720/6u,
May 1966. (Unclassified).
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2. :1llington, 1). and Trottier, G. , "Some observations on the
application of cooled-film anemometry to the study of the tur--
bulent characteristics of hypersonic wakes", CARDE TN 1773/67,
September 1967. (Unclassified).

3. Ahmed, A.M., "Forced convective heat transfer to cooled cylinders
at low Reynolds numbers and with large temperature differences",
CARDE TR 588/68, September 1968. (Unclassified).

4. Ellington, D., Picard, A.G. and Park, K,R., "Cooled-film
anemometer - sensor open loop response", DREV TN 1901/70,
October 1970. (Unclassified).

S. Ellington, D., Park, K.R. and Desjardins, P., "Hypersonic wake
studies using the cooled-film anemometer technique",
DREV R 648/71, September 1972. (Unclassified).

External Publications

1. Ellington, D. and Trottier, G., "Some observations on the
application of cooled-film anemometry to the study of the tur-
bulent characteristics of hypersonic wakes", "Advances in Hot-
Wire Anemometry", W.L. Melnik and J.R. Weske, Editors, Pro-
ceedinfs of the International Symposium on Hot-Wire Anemometry,
held at University of Maryland, March 20 - 21, 1967.

2. Ellington, D. and Trottier G., "Studies of the turbulence in
the wakes of hypersonic spheres under simulated re-entry
conditions, AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 19 on the Fluid
Physics oi. Hypersonic Wakes, May 1967.

3. Ellington, D., Park, K.R. and Desjardins, P., "Hypersonic wake
studies using cooled-film anemometer techniques, ICIASF'71
Record of the 4th International Congress on Instrumentation in
Aerospace Simulation Facilities, 71-C-33 AES, 4S - 59, June 1971.

B.2.2 Electron Beam Experiment

Internal P12blications

1. Tardif, L. and Dionne, J.G.G., "Space-Tesolved wake-density
measurements", CARDE TN 1724/66, June 1966. (Unclassified).

2. Sadowski, C. and Vanoverschelde, J.E.H., "The measurement of
mass density in a turbulent wake by means of Rayleigh scattering
from a laser beam", CARDE TN 1764/67, December 1967.
(Unclassified).

3. Dionne, J.G.G., Sadowski, C.M., Tardif, L. and
Vanoverschelde, J.E.11., "Mass density measurements in hyper-
sonic wakes", CARDE TN 1780/67, December 1967. (Unclassified).
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4. Dionne, J.G.G. and Tardif, L., An application of the electron
beam fluorescence probe in hyperballistic range wake studies",
DREV R 647/71, September 1971. (Unclassified).

External Publications

1. Dionne, J.G.G., Sadowski, C.M., Tardif, L. and
Vanoverschelde, J.E.tH., Mass density measurements in hyper.-
sonic wakes", ACARD Conference Proceedings No. 19 on the
Fluid Physics of Hypersonic Wakes, May 1967,

2. Tardif, L. and Dionne, J.G.G., "Density distribution ir, turhilent
and laminar wakes", AIAA J. 6, 19, 2027-29, October 1968.

3. Dionne, J.G.G. and Tardif, L., "On the application of the
electron beam fluorescence probe in hyperballistic range wake
studies", ICIASF'71 Record of the 4th International Congress
oa Instrumentation in Aerospace Simulation Facilities,
71-C-33 AES, 80-86, June 1971.

B.2.3 Electrostatic Probe Experiment

Internal Publications

1. Kirkpatrick, A., Cantin, A., Heckman, D. and Gravel, M.,
"Preliminary Plectron conductivity probe results at CARDE,
CARDE TN 1719/66, May 1966. (Unclassified).

2. Kirkpatrick, A., "Measurements of response times of CARDE
conductivity probes at AVCO Research Laboratories",
CARDE TN 1727/66, July 1966. (Unclassified).

3. Cantin, C. and Gagn•, R.R.J., "Difficult6s inh6rentes i l'emploide sondes 6lectrostatiques dans un plasma h.f.", DREV TN 1861/70,

juin 1970. (Unclassified).

4. Cantin, A., "The application of ion probes to wake diagnostics".
DREV R 664/73, May 1973. (Unclassified).

External Publications

3. Hleckman, D., Cantin, A. and Kirkpatrick, A., "Electrostatic
probe measurements in the turbulent wake of hypersonic spheres
fired in a ballistic range", AGARD Conference Proceedings
No. i9 oil thu Fluid ..........r.lyC• of,,,,,on Wake,, My 1967.

2. Kirkpatrick, A., lleckman, D. and Cantin, A., 'Wake plasma
turbulence study using an electrostatic probe array",
AIMA J. 5, 8, 494-495, August 1967.
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3. Cartin, A. and Gagn6, R.R.J., "rfhe proper use of electrostatic
probes in eloctrodeless RF plasmas", IEEE Trans. AP-16, 2,
279-282, March 1968.

4. Heckman, D., limond, A. and S6vigny, L., "Some results of electro-
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